MARIANG MAKILING
Maria Makiling, in Philippine mythology, is a diwata (anito) or lambana (fairy) associated with Mount Makiling in Laguna,
Philippines. She is the most widely.

Only after they cleaned their camp did they manage to find water. A few days before his marriage, he visits
Maria one last time. Realizing that she could not trust townspeople because she was so different from them,
and that they were just using her, she became angry and refused to give fruits to the trees, let animals and birds
roam the forests for hunters to catch, and let fish abound in the lake. In most, however, greedy villagers break
into Maria's garden to see if her other plants were really gold. Searching for water, the hikers find themselves
befuddled, coming back to the same place over and over again. He sat down at her table, and she served him a
porridge that he found was unlike anything he had ever tasted. Another is the "Mother Nature" statue that
serves as the facade of the Ecosystems Research and Development Bureau in the upper campus. Today,it is
still believed that MAriang Makiling is still living there. A common story is that of a group of hikers who
leave their camp dirty with human waste and empty cans and bottles. In doing so, one runs the risk of angering
Maria. Maria Makiling was never seen by the peasants again, nor was her humble hut ever rediscovered. It
depicts Maria makiling in the foreground with the mountain in the background and water representing Laguna
de Bay at her feet. Distressed by the villager's greed, Maria runs away up the mountain, her pristine white
clothing soon becoming indistinguishable from the white clouds that play amongst the trees on the upper parts
of the mountains. The young man himself was good at heart and simple in spirit. It invigorated him, and after
eating, he felt healed. She would then slip gold nuggets, coins, and jewels into their bundles of wood. She no
longer appears to people to bring them gifts of gold and jewels. The mountain's various peaks are said to be
Maria's face and two breasts, respectively, and her hair cascades downwards a gentle slope away from her
body. It depicts the diwata surrounded by various creatures of the forest, most noticeably a doe and some
birds. Locals say that the diwata does not approve of the event. Upon finding this out, the young man became
more sullen than ever. But he was quiet and secretive, and would not say much of his stranger activities, which
included frequent visits into the wood of Mariang Makiling. The wise Maria recognizes the symptoms as signs
not of disease, but of hunger brought about by extreme poverty. Others say that the cutting of trees and
excessive hunting of wild animals have greatly disappointed Mariang Makiling that she refuses to come out
anymore. It is often said that Mount Makiling resembles the profile of a woman, said to be Maria herself.
Superstitions about Maria Makiling[ edit ] One superstition is that every so often, men would disappear into
the forests of the mountain. Often this means sudden rains whenever particularly noisy events are held in the
areas near the mountain. This leads the townspeople say he is endowed with a charm, or mutya, as it is called,
that protected him from harm. Mariang Makiling lent him a dress and some jewelry, for his wife to wear on
their wedding day. Instead she wore the pearls and dresses her mother had handed down. They promised to
love each other forever. The graphic novel chronicles the efforts of the protagonists to find Maria and restore
her memory. In the novel, the diwata are neutral in the war between men and naermyth, and Makiling is a
major figure among them. I could have protected you and your family. But there came a terrible time for him
and his family. Powers and Abilities Immortality - Maria Makiling never ages and cannot die. She often gives
them a small parting gift of ginger, which hunters discover to have turned into gold when they arrive home.
Superstitions about Maria Makiling One superstition is that every so often, men would disappear into the
forests of the mountain.

